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What is happening in the two axle All Terrain crane
market? There appears to have been a substantial
pick-up in certain markets despite a relatively poor
return on investment. We
take a look at the products
currently available in this
sector, ask why they are
still popular and consider
alternatives.
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As summer vacations approach
many companies are preparing
to carry out annual maintenance,
cleaning, repairs and plant layout
changes to their production
facilities. We review some of the
latest equipment introductions
suited to this type of work.
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The range of lifting equipment available or suited
for industrial applications is continuously growing
and evolving. Whether it involves lifting huge
production machinery or just a small engine or
pump, an ideal piece of equipment is sure to be
available. We take a look at how to find the right
tool for the job.

While it may not be the most riveting of
subjects rental software can make a huge
difference to your work and the overall
performance of your company. Here are a
few pointers on
what to look for.
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In the next C&A

The next issue of Cranes & Access scheduled for mid-September will feature the Annual Top
30 Rental companies survey, Spider/mini cranes, RT and Heavy-duty scissor lifts and a feature
on Safety. If you have any contributions or suggestions or are interested in advertising in this
issue, please contact our editorial or sales teams.
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Conspicuous by their absence
Two things immediately struck me as I watched media coverage
of the horrific Grenfell Tower fire in London, in the early hours of
Wednesday 14th July, some five hours or so after London Fire
Brigade was alerted - cladding shouldn’t burn like that and where
were the large aerial lifts to extinguish the fire and rescue those
trapped on upper floors?
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This disaster was no accident - it was a combination of ‘errors’ that
unfortunately resulted in the perfect storm. Without getting into the
politics of the tragedy - which will no doubt be covered in-depth as the inquiry progresses - there are
several areas that need serious and immediate scrutiny, such as why London’s largest fire rescue
platform was only 32 metres - Grenfell Tower is 67 metres.
This height deficiency was flagged up several years ago after a fire at another block. That inquiry even
named a manufacturer of large truck mounted platforms that could supply them. None were ordered.
At Grenfell it took hours to get a 42 metre platform from the Surrey Fire Brigade, giving additional,
but nowhere near enough height. London appears to have fewer than 10 of the 32 metre aerial ladder
platforms. But this problem is not just confined to fires in tower blocks, it applies to anyone needing
help or rescue when more than 40 metres/15 storeys above ground, including tower crane operators.
The annoying thing is that the UK access rental industry has at least 50 truck mounted platforms
capable of reaching the top of Grenfell Tower or higher, but none were called for during the fire. With
many residents driven to the upper floors by the fire, the final death-toll might have been so much
lower if they had been deployed.
But what can be done?
Our letters section includes posts from current and past IPAF chief executives Tim Whiteman and
Paul Adorian. Whiteman’s letter to mayor of London Sadiq Khan asks whether the higher truck
mounted platforms owned by IPAF members might be made available to fire crews to rescue people
trapped in high rise buildings. True there are issues around the design and intended use of existing
equipment, but many are open and willing to see if their platforms could be adapted for fire rescue
applications.
Paul Adorian’s letter on the other hand points out how seriously under-equipped London is and how
with the right equipment the outcome of the fire might have been totally different.
We assume that our local fire department has access to the equipment to deal with such incidents,
but as this disaster shows, they do not.
Several manufacturers supply large platforms designed for fire fighting. It is simply down to the
politics or funding issues as to whether they are purchased or not. Inquiry recommendations are
sometimes followed, sometimes not. Let us hope that in the time this one takes, there is not another
disaster where the same questions are asked.
Mark Darwin
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